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1. The ability of the developing countriee to take advantage of 

the technological advances that are taking place in the developed 

countries provides the aeana to narrow down the technological and 

economic gap between the«.    Their efforts to stimulate rapid 

industrialisation and economic growth will inevitably call for large 

inputs of steel, as it la the king-pin of industrial development. 

Iron and steel industry enjoys, therefore, a high priority in the 

economic development programaos of developing countries. 

2. laveetmeul in new iron and steel pianta imposes a heavy burden 

on the slender resources of developing countries, and therefore, they 

have cone to i-ely heavily on foreign assistance, both for finance, as 

well as technology.   The main theme of this paper is to discuss the 

problems of foreign assistance to develop iron and steel industries 

in the developing countries.   Though the problem of finance is of coa- 

siderable importance, it constitutes only one of a host of other 

problems confronting steel development.   Vital issues like the choice 

of technology and the building up of scientific and technological 

base for its effective absorption, keeping abreast with the techno- 
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logical explosion in iron and steel making, long-term planning for 

steel development, plant site, productivity and costs, etc have 

important bearing on the quantum and typa of financial and techno- 

logical assistance in any steel development programme.    These crucial 

aspects are therefore discussed in some detail, before proceeding on 

to the question of foreign financial and technical assistance. 

3. The observations made on the problems of steel development 

are mainly based on Indian exoerience.    Though some of the problems 

of developing countries are similar, many of the countries are at 

different stages of development and vary widely in size, economic re- 

sources, technical skills, etc.    While Indian experience may therefore 

hold good for those countries in Latin Marica, Asia and the Middle 

East which have a similar industrial base, the action points indicated 

may have to be suitably modified to suit the conditions obtaining in 

other countries. 

Widening technological and eoonoaic gap 

4. The widening gap between the income levels of developed and 

developing countries underlines the importance of accelerating eco- 

nomic growth in the poorer two-thirds of the world.    The developing 

countries,  it  is often argued,  lack the industrial tradition and 

basic socio-economic equipment of the west, and they cannot, there- 

fore, hope to compress into the span of a few years, all the techno- 

logical progress which had taken the western countries centuries 

to accoBDlish.    This is far froa correct.    This oft repeated argument 
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ignores the poaaibilitlee of the developing countries achieving 

accelerated progress through democratic planning. 

5. In these days of global cooperation and international efforts 

at transfer of technology, developing countries have the unique 

opportunity of talcing advantage of the technological advances nade 

elsewhere to accelerate the pace of their economic progress and  to 

•leap-frog'   into a modern society.    They can with advantage borrow 

the advanced techniques and creatively adapt them, adjusting the« to 

the special local needs and circumstances, instead of pursuing the 

wasteful process of acquiring basic know-how by  ' re-inventing'  things. 

6. The criteria of technological growth adopted by the developed 

countries reflects their own experience and moat of these techno- 

economic pre-requisites of development are either completely absent 

or at an incipient stage in the developing countries.    Though on this 

analogy, moat of the developing countries are not  «ripe»  &o receive 

advanced technology, or any technology for many yaars to cone, the 

developing countries have set out to do precisely this.    The compulsion 

of events and socio-economic pressures have given a sense of urgency 

to their rapid development.    They cannot afford to stop and learn 

only the basic lessons of technology or adopt intermediate technologies, 

when the pressing need is for a peaceful and speedy technological 

revolution which alone would provide the essentials of good living 

to the masses in those countries. 
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II-    CHOICE OF TBSHHOIÜDGI 

7. In this context, the choice of technology assumée a special 

significance.    Technological develonnsnt is both a very costly and 

tlae-consumtng procesa.    Developing countries with their limited re- 

sources and fight against time can neither afford to make the coetly 

mistake of Importing an outmoded  technology nor run the risk of trying 

out new processes which are not commercially proved.    The hazards of 

both th<i obsolescent and experimental processes are particularly 

frequent In an Industry in which the technology is changing rapidly, 

as in the case of steel. 

8. It la obvious that the introduction of obsolete technology, 

however economical   it may appear,  proves coetly and uncompetitive. 

Similarly,  developing countries  ptvxilfi be careful of purchasing 

o9C-W   hand machinery and  enruinov;rit.    Thoiirh the   initial   '-oat of  such 

machinery may ba cheaper and needs IPSH  foreign exchange than new 

equipment,   it may prove costlier both in terms of costs of spares and 

maintenance and loes in production. 

9. Developing countries have the choice of adopting the most 

efficient modern processes and equipment, at little extra cost- They 

have also the added advantage that  they do not have to  incur any loss 

from having to scrap existing machinery or obsolete factory structures. 

i.8 large  scale  industrialization is practically non-existent in most 

of the developing countries,  there  is no fear of unemployment due to 

introduction of advanced technology. 
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10. /levied in this perspective, the argument that developing 

countries should adopt labour-intensive technologies owing to the 

abundance of cheap labour, loses much of ite foroe.    In fact, there 

is every likelihood of advanced technology creating sizeable indus- 

trial employment wittiia thw counti* by the  impetus it gives to 

ancillary activities.    Developing countries are therefore auch better 

placed to take advantage of advanced technology, despite the limiting 

factors of dearth of capital, lack of technical know-how, trained 

personnel and other faotors. 

11. It should be borne in mind that in nany of the developing 

countries technological development remained •arrested1 owing to 

their political dépendance, and for centuries their economies were 

left merely to keep the industrialised weBt supplied with primary 

raw materials.    If today, these countries seek to Introduce modern 

technology, it is with the idea of eradicating hunger and poverty, 

disease and ignorance, and to provide their people with the öBÖ«atiale 

of good living which are woefully lacking, and not with the objective 

of competing with the more opulent and technologically advanced 

countries. 

IlMP?» fìf JaDftn 

12.        It is erroneous to think that industrialisation and modern 

technology are proceeses indigenous only to western countries. Given 

the proper economic climate and resources, the developing countries 

»ay in the course of the next few years  «catch up« with the developed 

countries.   The emergence of Japan, an 'eastern country« differing 
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widely In social and cultural patterns from western industrial 

countries, as a major industrial nation is a case in point, 

13.        The technological basis of Japan's rapid  industrial progress 

is  illuminating.    Japan's technical development and production 

technology was  for the most part based on iuported technology in the 

earlier stages,  since this was the  only course Japan could  follow to 

reduce the technological gap between her and advanced countries in 

the shortest possible  time,    Japan  intensified her own efforts to 

Increase the interna1   resources and  invested liberally in  research 

and development.    She entered into  'technical alliance'  with overseas 

enterprise« in engineering and machine-building industries»    Simulta- 

neously she developed her own technologies and in certain industries 

auch as iron and steel, automobiles, cameras, electrical instruments, 

etc the progress is phenomena] 

(u. 
14.        Japan vigorously exploited foreign skills to modernise her 

industrial structure, but aa she paid  for all this technical assistance, 

sue was able to uve  it more effectively than in the case of countries who 

receive such technical assistance  as a gift.    The use of  foreign personnel 

by Japan was only a short-term expedient, but it helped Japan to launch 

quickly on the  path of aalf-sustaining growth.    It  is also interesting 

to note that the  advance of technology In Japan h&w not been accompanied 

by penetration of forelen interests  in her economy or by other 

pressures.    Further, as a result of the technological progress 

there has been a phenomenal increase  in the labour force of Japan. 
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15. Slivce last decade or ao, there has been * veritable explosion 

of technology» arai in the industrial sphere, this has been very 

pronounced is iron and ateelmaking, where new processes have revolution- 

ised the indi 1 a try and hastened the obsolescence  of older processes. 

These development hate presented challenging opportuni ties to the 

developing countries for the speedy development of their steel and 

metallurgical industries.    New developments such as the top-blown 

oxygen  (ID)  process and the continuous casting  of steel are  fast over- 

taking the conventional processes at such a fast rate that they need 

to be given full consideration while planning new steelworks or 

expanding existing ones. 

16. It would be interesting to review some of the important 

technological developments which have made large- scale steel production 

a viable proposition.    Take the blast furnace:     while blast  furnaces 

in actual oprati on in Japan, USSR and the United States have cnpa- 

c ttieti -*f around 4O00 tons per day, mo&t of the blast furnaces in 

developing countries have capaci tier, of less tha^ 2000 tons. The 

main problemi»of operating auch large capacity furnaces are mainly 

those of aateriaxs handling, burden preparation and agglomeration 

(sinter and pellets), and these are being successfully tackled in 

those countries. Again, considering the rate at which blast furnace 

outputs have risen in rogent years, a furnace with a capacity of 

10,000 tons per day may well be realised in the future. 

i 
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17. This trend towards gigantism is mainly due to advantages of 

economies of scale.    For instance, the capital cost per annual ton 

for a 3000-ton per day furnace would be only about half that of a 

1000-ton unit.    At the saae time production cost of iron comes down 

drastically. 

18. Turning to steelmaking, technological developments in this 

field have been even more spectacular and costs haw cone tumbling 

down.    The large converter with a capacity of 250 to 300 tons la 

becoming the «work-horse« of the steel industry, and 500-ton stationary 

vessels are oeing talked of.    Here again, developing countries should 

install optimum siae converters for obtaining maxiau* benefit of the 

technological developments. 

19.        As in so many other respects, the Japanese steel industry has 

eclipsed all others with a ID capacity of 47 million tons.    It is 

estimated that ID steel capacity will overtake the open-hearth by 

about 1970 in the United States and by about 1980 in the USSR, 

whereas in Japan It has eOready overtaken the open-hearth three years 

ago.    This is indeed a fine example of a late starter in the field 

gaining by correct utilisation of modern technology. 

20. The Japanese steelmakers have exploited to the fullest extent 

the favourable economics, high equipment productivity, simplicity of 

operation and versatility of the ID process. The capita cost of ID 

steel is around US % 15 to 20 per annual ton for the large converters, 

as against US $ :J0 to 35 oer annual ton for large open-hearths. The 

operating coete  (including fixed charges)  for the  large ID are as 
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•uoh as US ^ 5 to 6 par ton lower.    The Japanese steel capacity is 

growing by leaps and bounds,  and Japan has been successfully entering 

steel markets of highly industrialised countries like USA and Europe 

aa well as of such countries like India and Australia, from which 

Japan buys the bilk of its raw materials. 

21.        Continuous casting together with the use of a hot planetary 

mill permits production of strip on a relatively small scale. 

Compared to a stackel or seat-continuous strip mill, the planetary 

mill has the advantage of high yield and low capital investment. 

4s  it has only one stand plus a planishing stand»   It  rehires less 

floor area, building space, utilities, etc» than other processes for 

rolling strip on a small scale.      Technology has  .¿reatly extended the 

horizons  for the  jmal'l  steel sill with an. initial capacity of say 

100,000 to 200,000 tons, but capable of producing a variety of 

products of high  quality at competitive costs, ~ which is of great 

advantage to developing countries with limited resources and «nail 

demand. 

22.        A9 installation of new steel capacity together with develop- 

ment of ancillary facilities such as new mines, washeries and railways 

is a time consuming process, planning for steel must necessarily be 

done  in long time  spans in developing countries.    The steel industry 

is a complex one with a vast nuabar of  'forward  and backward linkages1, 

requiring the inout of various materials and services, as well as 

efficient utilization of all products and by-products.   Unless each 
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constituent in this chain of inter-related activities functions 

adequately,  serious bottlenecks and delayr.. are  "likely to appear at 

various points  all along the line.     This has bwen  a phenen&nor.K.f 

steel development in India, because the  'forward  and backward  linkage» 

hai not bte~i fully visualised and provided for* 

23. It is  Important  that this long-ten« planning for steel  sheila 

not be unáertaJcen as an academic exercise unrelated to tbe real techno» 

economic  IOSUQS of steel developaent and establishment of" a steel 

industry on sound linee.      Some of the issues  involved in etéol 

development in developing countries are discussed in the following 

paragraphs. 

24. The determination of steel plant eise  and choice of technology 

for a developing country depend  primarily OP  available-  raw material 

resources, marke'- prosnects,  the capital outlay  required and the 

profitability expected.    Developing countries   seeking to establish 

a local nucleus of ateel production should give adequate thought to 

the problem of optimum  niant  size.    On. technological consideration 

large plant« *re indicated to réalisa fully possible economies in 

oapital and operating costs.    The world-wide trend in industrial 

countries  is towards  large-size plants,  vhereae the typict.l large 

integrated works of a few decades ago was a million-ton plant, the 

ministam economic siz-e   i.? now likely to be nnt less than 3 to 4 million 

tons of steel  per yêai.    Lack of resources or the neod for special- 

ization or the factor of transport coats may,  however, require that 
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plants be started on a modest acale with initial capacities of 

between 50»000 and 200»000 tone a year.   The initial operations may 

be either integrated or non-integrated» restricted at the outset to 

ironmaking, or only to stealeaking, starting with scrap, or rolling 

based on purchased billets.    This is possible today because technology 

is expanding the horizons for both small and large scale unite, thus 

making both the 50,000 ton plant and the 5,000,000 ton plant viable 

under different conditions. 

25. Regardless of the initial sia© or extent of integration at 

new steelworks, its layout can be planned for future expansion, and 

for integration both backwards and forwards.    This provision in 

design and space adds negligibly to the initial investment but will 

invariably pay handsome dividends in the future.    More than anything 

else, such planning requires conviction on the part of a developing 

country that the strengthening of the steel base  is an essential part 

of the strategy of growth.    The layouts evolved for the steel nuclei 

today must retain their flexibility and logic for generations to come. 

in. mmtvrm m KSTS 

26. Steel is so fundamental that a rise in steel costs is automati- 

cally reflected in all round rise in the cost of manufactures, both 

machinery and durable consumer goods.   The large investments  in steel 

will not be fully effective „ unless productivity is raised and costs 

reduced, and surpluses created for reinvestment in the economy.    Tt is 

therefore not enough to install new steel capacity;  this capacity must 
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be operated efficiently to produce a low cost and high quality product. 

The case of India provides an illuminating example in this respect. 

India could at one tine produce the lowest coat steel.    But this is no 

longer so.    For instance, the works manufacturing cost of pig iron 

which was te 18 per ton in 1940 has risen to about U 160» while the cost 

of steel ingots has gone up from to 35 to Is 240 during the same  period. 

Ho doubt a part of this rise is due to the general Increase  In the cost 

of labour» railway transport etc.    Nevertheless,  India's  position as a 

low coat producer could hare still bean maintained if only it had kept 

pace with the developing technology. 

27.        The general   productivity at India's  steelworks in the early 40's 

was comparable to the best elsewhere.    For instance,  in May 1941, the 

•A«   furnace at TISCO plant, Jaoshedpur set a monthly recori with an 

output of 37,721  tons.    Twenty-five years ago, the average  nroductivlty 

of the Indian blast  furnaoea was 0»97 tons  per cu % of uoef-il volume  as 

compared to 0.34  in USSR and 0.76 Li Japan at that tine..    To-day,  on the 

other hand,  while productivities of 2.0 tons per cu a (national  averag» 

1.49)  has been achieved iß tha USSR and 2.33 tons per cu a (national 

average 1.40)  has b*>»n recorded la Japan, the best annual per fo--sane» 

in India has been 1.19 tons per eu a {national average still lower 

at 0.9)  obtained on a single  furnace  in Bhilai during 1963-64 -  that is, 

today the productivity of the largest furnace in India is losa than 
(4) 

half of that  La other countries, as will be seen from Pig Ì.    Tats 

clearly shows that while other countries have  taken advantage of 

advances in technology, ludia has stagnated for the past twenty years 

or »o. 
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Figure 1 

Maximum production of single blaut furnace in selected countries: 

4.500 - 

4,000 - 

(1-J>40  to  I067) 

1940        1945        1950 1955        I960 
YEARS 

1965 '67 
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28. No wonder then that the leadership and cost advantage which 

Indian steel industry once anjoyed have new been list largely owing 

to the neglect of Indian achievements and by almost compi.-¡v*  reliance 

for the  lar*e  stael expaiVíior, sino*  Lndependenca  en  Coreici drt»rv..-*e 

on the plea that  tod i a was  forced  to accept whatever waa   n'rered under 

the  Hied*   aid  ar raniment s *    The   inevitable eonsecfuencae  -.' •::...;! Ä-ru 

increase  in croject costs,   impur*  of  technology urmuited t?   wsaa 

co.Citions,  or   as   it has han nan»-1   iß several casas»   xapoi^   -i lûl'*<nor 

or evon obsolete   •«nr»oUgy.    "ae   initiativ to develop ar-u, ~f   :*isot 

technology moat  suited  tr, india1 e  n^ii and omit tona was   -nn.-i   iast, 

leading to vm  pv**nat  -mnappy st-it«*  -.n Vna i-idustry. 

29. To achieve th« objective of producing steel at low ost,  the 

process of  «oo8t-e-onßcioi;3ns98:   should coanaace right f'ros  >ne  planning 

and design  stage, tna ,,ugh the eiwtneariag ana*  construction  oí" toe plant 

to  finally the  operating stage.    Wrang ohoue  of layout.  -.»^mL-hsr '^ 

design mistakes *r* dually  permanent and add  both  to ca^ v.*! and 

production -osta»  t-hich cannrt ho  remedied when plant opernLi.ua» 

comienee..    This vital aspect of cutting down product costa  anould 

receive uiawat attention ia developing countries. 

30.        Thn higher cani tal cost of a modem plant should ant be mad« 

an excita* to s*pla1fl away higher production coats  in new :>*•*»•>• ^anta 

in developing countries, which directly result  fresa design mistake» 

and  inefficient operation.     In fact, rodara developments  in iron and 

steel technology have brought about economies  and efficiency  Ln niant 
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operation and boosted productivity to such an «tent that despite the 

higher interest charges and depreciation on new plants, it is now 

possible to produce iron and steel at a lower cost than in  Uie older 

plants. 

31. Increase in productivity cannot  take place overnight;   it 

depends for its success on the steady and continuous application of 

proven techniques and sound operational procedures and practices, 

as we LI as ays&eaatic training and motivation of labour, aoti  the 

employment of qualified managers and modern manager ant techniques. 

Adoption of management tools such as  'operations research'  help in 

optimising the use of available resources.   A systematic method of 

choosing the best set of values is available in the technique of 

linear programming.   This technique has been developed In recent 

years for solving '¡omplex problema of optimisation involving com- 

bination of a auabsr of interacting factors to produce the desired 

taaxinua or ainiitiim result.    Applied to industry,  linear programming 

is a technique  for determining the optimum alleviation of use of 

limited resources  (capital, plant capacity, eta).    Lately,  interest 

in employing linear programming for control of technical processes 

has been developing in practically all fields of science and technology. 

¡I-    Toasen Q4PITAL R^wita^p^ Qf vmVMW QOgMTRlB 

32. Having discussed the technological issues involved in steal 

development, a brief mention may now be made of the overall foreign 

capital requirements of developing countries, before turning to the 

problems of finance for steel development. 

U 
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33.        Various estimates have been «ade of the foreign capital require- 

ments of developing countries baaed on different assumptions of capital/ 

output ratio,  income/growth rates  and the   «absorptive capacity« of 

developing coantriee.    ^na such stud/, estimates the   •developmental» 

capital requirements of developing countries at about $ 7*0 billion 

per annua during I960-69, based on 2 per cent. rl9a in the aauual per 

capita incoaa and projection of foreign trade over a ten-j-ar period. 

ànofier s inly baaed on an annual per capita growth incoas of 2.2 per 

oent and on the   'absorptive capacity« of develooing countries, 

estimates the annual foreign capital requirements during 1967-71 at 

¿ 5.7 billion;  aoi assuming a 2.5  oar cent annual per  capita growth 

in national incom», $ 4.8 billion during the period 197E-76.   Though 

these estimate» do not claim to provide an accurate atatistieal 

aeasure of the external capital requirements ôf the under-developed 

countries, they indicate the magnitude of the problem of capital aid. 

34.        There has been no appreciable change in the total net inflow 

of capital to all developing countries during the last few years., 

According to an UHCTAD study, against a groes inflow of ? 10.1 billion 

to the developing countries during 1^5 there «aa net inflow of only 

about ¿$ 6.6 billion.    It Is estimated that the net inflo« of foreign 

funds to developing countries during 1970 will be reduced, to I 4 0 

billion and to $ 3.6 billion in 1975 on the assumption that the gross 

inflow will be maintained at leant at the level of 1965.    Thus it will 

be noted that the level of net inflo« will progressively decline. 

It  is believed that the developmental effort will be severely nampered 
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unless the 1965 level of net Inflow of ^ 6.6 billion is maintained. 

In order to sustain this nlnisium required inflow of ß 6.6 billion, 

the gross ínílow would have to be raised to around ß 15,6 billion in 

(7) 
1975 in view of '»ne lacrease  in charges for debt servicing after 1965. 

35. Primato foreign investaent  can under suitable condii ione play 

an important role  in the development process but by ite very nature 

and motivation,  it responds only to normal profit opportunity.    The 

bulk of fl3w of private capital from developed countries  ig however, 

direct?d  lo other developed countries, and the share of developing 

countries,  especially in Asia and áfrica,  is very meagre,  etcept in 

Latin imerlca, where direct investment by private capital  is consider- 

able.    Mor"-;:»v?r»  most  cf the developing countries, who have only 

recently emerged  from centuries of colonial rule, are  chary of 

ii are strict*! sutry of private   foreign capital»  last  it should get 

control of ¿trategic sectors  of the economy. 

36, Foreign orivate capital investments in developing countries 

earn relatively higher level of profits than in their home country. 

According to a study by the Reserve Bank of India, American firms 

were earning an average of 13.5 per cent of net worth in 1953 and 

12.3  oer cent of net worth in 1955 after taxation., compared with 

10-12  per cent at home in both years.    British firms earned 11.9 

and 9.5 per cent, in the two years compared to about 8 per cent at 

home.    Profits earned by foreign firms were 6 to 35 per cent higher 

in Irviia than at home, some of which were operating in both 

(a) 
countries. 
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The large transfers of profita and dividends abroad and repatriation 

of capital create balance of payments difficult!« to the developing 

countries.    Most of the developing countries have, therefore, adopted 

national ooliclea and guidelines to regulate the entry of private 

foreign capital. 

37. It would  appear that tbe bulk of the capital re ou i ressent 3 of 

developing countries will have to coma from loans and grants from 

international agencies and goveraiaents-    Multilateral institutions 

like   the IBRD,  IDA etc oan be  particularly effective  in supporting 

sound development programmes  b^cauaa they are  in a position to take 

an objective view of such programme» and to base their decieions 

primarily on development needs. 

38. It  is axloaatic that the Inflow of ear, i tal to developing 

countries should  aasist in the development of resources, and in the 

lone  run stimilat* 1 report  ^bftitution and export promote.    In due 

course, th«  inflow of ea^ite.1  should -.nerate   foreign exchange 

earning or savings necessary to service the dobt.    Unfortunately, 

owing to the averse terns  and conditions of «aid*  proßrsmaes and 

lucrum- oreaauro ox development  seeds» the baiane« of parents 

difficulties in moat developing countries are mounting,    Th« interest 

and   repayment obligations are building up ía-ter toan the  cenital 

inflow reducing  tue volume  of resources available* for development. 

Thee« disturbing trends emphasise the need for drastic chafes  in 

the  pattern ató  tenas  of foreign aid as «11  as the borrowing policies 

of  developing countries and  improvement in aid utilization. 
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39. The terms and conditions of foreign loans often vary according 

to the lending agency and fron loan to loan.   For ina tance, an 

anal/als of the loans by various agencies during 1965 indicates that 

the bilateral loans granted by DIG countries (cf the O.K.CD») to the 

developing countries carried interest ai ratea ranging fro« 1.0 per cent 

to 6.5 per cent, and the period of maturity 3 to 40 yeara» with a 

grace period of 2 to 10 years«      The same »tudy «howe-i that IBRB-TPC 

loans were for a period of 22 years (with a grace period of 5 years) 

and carried an Interest of 6 per cent, per annua, while Iûà'e lending 

rates were 0.9 per cent per annum, for a period of 50 years with a 

grace period extending to 10 years.    Karly in 1166, the World Bank 

raised  its lending rate from 5.5 per cent to ó per cent.    The loans 

granted by socialist countries bore an Interest of 2.5 per cent or 

less and were for a period of 12 years with a 4 year grec e period; 

interest is charged only on the amenant actually drawn (net of repayments) 

and repayments begin one year after tiie delivery of goods or completion 

of the project financed by the credit. 

40. Recent data available show that in the year 1966, debt service 

charges of developing countries absorbed about 45 per cent of gross 

official bilater&l lending, thus resulting in substantial dlmunition 

of the funde svaiiable for development.    There is a strong case for 

softening the teras and conditions for foreign loans which is the 

only practical solution for maintaining the net rasources flow needed 

by developing countries.    Despite UN resolution and DAG recommandations 
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that at least 80 per cent of the Ioana to developing countries 

should be  in the form of grants or long-tern low interest  loans, the 

overall aid  picture  is  not satisfactory,  though some of the aid giviné 

countries have complied with the objectives of the resolut.loa.    There 

is urgent need for implementing the  resolution fully.    Possibilities 

of uider use of interest-free loans already initiated by Canada, 

Denmark and the United Kingdom should be  serioualy consider«!. 

Finances for._3¿eeJL^ejglojflea& 

41.        á major problem, of the development of iron and  steel industry 

in developing country   la  the paucity of finale.    An  integrated 

steel plant of Pay one million tons  annual capacity would  require 

about i  300 million.     Tnvestment of  thi:> magnitude  in   a  s'•-le niant 

la clearly beyond tn,  c.^ity of mo*t  -i^elopiug countries.    Since 

• («-, And f»-v«.««T-t fnr the mat  n.irt has to be   iwnorted  and the macnlivjry ana eq >-!«"A  L- 

the costs  of istallatici in comparatively high, the huge  outlay 

carrot be mat Dy  marnai   resources  alo:»«.    ^ initial   estaient 

*•-,-* „-r--tM-*  <"i-im  TI "v»r eont   i v.  the case will have  large  iir»rt   ;-oii^,t '»n-tJ,-,  . .o« — ?«r 

of a country   like I î 11 s ir-   ; ̂ r cent  or sort- in tha cas« '>? other 

developing countries  with  little  indigenous équipent «anu factoring 

capacity.     fc*,n the operation of  w.e  plant, call for conti r«ed foreign 

exchange expenditure  to  service borrowed capitai,  to  Pay   ' T ,*rv1ceB 

of foreign personnel, s»*iP-t*nance  imports and operating supplies. 

For example,  fee proportion of foreign exchange in total   production 

costa wa*  oati-ated  at  44  per cent  to  57  per cent for seven location« 

studied by the Economic Commission  for Latin America  in Ì954. In the 

cas, of Tndia too,  the   foreign exchange costs of imported spares and 

oneratine supplies»  and   foreign  technical personnel have been high. 
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42. According to ILAFA estimâtes, Latin American Gteel industry 

would require some fi 2,500 million for expansion plans of tbe exist- 
(132 

ing plante and new projects between 1965-70.    For the developing 

countries  of EGA.FE region, on the basis of current plane of development 

for individual countries,  the  estlraat-xi requirements ere  about $ 1,800 
(14) 

million between 1963 and 1970.    In Africa and the Arab countries, 

where the steel  industry iß comparatively still underdeveloped, the 

estimated expenditure would be roughly about $ 2,900 million for iron 

and steel projects planned for 1965-70.    Thue the total financial 

resources required for steel development  In ail developing countries 
(15) 

would be about ß 7,200 million during 1965-70, of which the foreign 

exchange component would be about ß 4,500 million. 

43. A number of iron and steel plants in tbe developing countries 

have been built with foreign assistance.    In several countries in 

Latin America, European interests made large investments In steel 

plants,  in the course of their combined commercial and  industrial 

operations as  in Brazil and Argentina,  for Instance.    In recent years, 

howver,  foreign assistance has largely come in the form of sale of 

equipment and licenses to government-operated or supported enterprises, 

with the participation by financial groups or international organiza- 

tions like IBRD, IPC, IDB and otilfl.    In India and other countries 

of Asia, Africa and the Middle East, a number of steel plants have been 

built, or are being constructed with the financial aud technical 

assistance of the Soviet union, U.K., Germany and other European 

countries, USA and Japan, mostly in the form of government to government 

loans for the supply of equipment and know-how. 

M 
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44.       The «aasistanee'   of the developed countries can coae In many 

ways, namely, financial assistance and collaboration, technical colla- 

boration, supply of plant and machinery»  patents and procese know-how, 

supply of technical experts,  training of personnel etc.       The financial 

and  institutional arrangements between aid-giving countries and 

developing countries art    varied, bit they can be broadly classified 

into two categories;     i)  direct acuity participation, either on a 

majority or Minority basis:   and 11)   loans arid di fer red  payment arrange- 

ments for the  import of machinery and equipment. 

45.       Broadly speaking,  financial collaboration can be in the form of 

a) foreign collaborator subscribing in cash to share capital; 

b) foreign collaborator investing in kind,  i.e. supplying 

the capital ecjiipnent,  plant ami machinery,   Layouts and 

specifications, etc, the cost  0f which is paid in the 

for» of shares in the  nrolect,  and 

c) foreign collaborator su polying technical know-how and 

services  atri being allot.ted caratai in lieu of royalty. 

46.        Equity participation should be distinguished  from deferred 

payment or arrangement to supply required plant, machinery etc to 

an enterprise in the developing country on credit, the payment to be 

made in easy instalments with interest over a period of years.    In 

this arrangement,  the   foreign agency has  no stake  In the  ownership 

of the company-    Th*  commercial risk  involved  in extending credit is 

invariably covered by guarantee by the Government of aid-giver. 



I-    FOREIGN AID AW) WLLàPOHlTTON - ITS IMPLICATIONS 

47. Foreign aid  and technical  collaboration have   wide   implications, 

but exprese»!   in  simple terms,   they encompass ft i  au?.-iy    -f -noney, 

machinery» materials » men as well   as knnw-br-w  '.through  ¡>¿t«"-,*.af 

drawings,  «ite).     The right aporoach   for davei ìOì-V;   :^< ->*r•;».,« *ouH te 

to determine  precisely what the  ecu n try r«cf: i.'*«8 »   *val 'at* * what it 

already ha?,  identify where the  gap sxists and than  pr^.'ceail f-> itsport 

only what   íB needed and la ih« most b*-iw*fic'al -»»j'i.-urr,  wKh-v.t fritter- 

ing  away  the  cosily aid on wasteful  and often unnecessary projets. 

As  noted earlier»   a variety   >f financial and  institutional  arrangements 

between all-giving  countries and developing countries   ia  posa i Me and 

upon the  choice   of arrangement  will depeml  the iffectl^enesr of the 

tranafer of ittiow-how,  its cost,  adaptation sad «etil J za ti or. as well  as 

In) 
the development   of local skills  ami ultimately of  local expertise. 

48. Thero  is  nothing against  foreign collaboration agreements as 

auch,  and  no one   questions the usefulness of foreign collaboration 

when judiciomaly employed.    Aven the moat advanced  countries find 

foreign collaboration beneficial  for sunolementing their know-how and 

equipment n eds.     What is deprecated is the restrictive aspects of 

collaboration agreements wnich harroer the technological  progress of 

developing countries, and the pressurée and unwarranted interference 

in domestic  policies to which the developing countries are often 

subjected to.     In their anxiety to obtain foreign aid, the general 

tendency of developing countries has been to accept eagerly any offer 

of collaboration by aid-giving countries, irrespective of tte   fact 

JÄ 
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whether the project la necessary or whether the country can afford it. 

This has lad to the over-import of capital  in some sector?  of induatry, 

while other sectors are starved  of resources. 

49»        4 study imaftrtakan by the AU  India Association of 7'Jdustries, 

Botóay revealed  that the working of a large number of foroign colla- 

boration ventures  in India wore far  from satisfactory, and  cited the 

following reasons: 

i)    Insistence on the use of high cost  imported raw saterials, 

component^ tools» etc, even though suitable indigente 

substitute are available, leading to disproportionately 

high cost of production; 

ii)    Supply of plant and equipment, and know-how at inflated 

prices» very auch higher than the prevailing International 

prices, particularly in cases where the collaboration is 

'tied'to such supply: 

ill)    Supply of obsolete and sub-standard plant and équipent 

and .out-dated technology and  'static' know-how«, 

ir)    Insistence on technical control and management« due to an 

exaggerated notion of the technological backwardness of 

the country| 

T)    Lack of export promotion, and 

Tl)    Poor encouragement to the development of indigencia know-how. 

50.       The study hse also brought to light instances of over-i*port 

of capital and know-how, duplication ir, the saae field, reluctance to 

Impart technology, restrictive provisiona and extra-territerlality in 
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many cf the foreign collaboration agreements.    Michael Kidron,  in his 

study of foreign investment  in India, has drawn pointed attention to 
(19) 

these harmful aspects of the working of foreign collaboration in India. 

Latin American experience of over-dependence  on imported  technology has 
(20) 

been similar. 

51.        Foreign aid, all said and done,  is commercial credit and both 

the  principal and interest  on it will have to be paid sooner or later. 

During the oast decade or so, there has been a substantial rise in the 

external debt outstanding of developing countries.    According to the 
(21) 

latest available IBKD  figures  quoted  io the  'JNCTÀD study mentioned 

earlier,   me debt outstandings  (disbursed and undisbursed)  of ninety- 

five developing countries of ß lü billion in  1956 had risen to ^ 39.2 

billion in 1965.    Interest and amortisation  payments alone had increased 

fro© ¿ 0.8 billion In 1956 to $ 3.6 billion in 1965.    Difficulties  in 

meeting debt—service payments have already necessitated rescheduling or 

consolidation of alternai debt is the case  of a number of developing 

countries.    It  la felt  that instances of this type will tend to multiply 

in the years to come,     'ince the loans are  rarely convertible,  and 

more often than not,   'tied', the burden of servicing the debt will 

increasingly fall upon the export earnings of the developing countries 

concerned.    The over-all ratio of interest and amortization payments 

to export earnings hae more than doubled in the last decade and rose 

from less than 4 per cent in 1956 to 9 per cent in 1965.    The ratio is 

•uch higher for a number of developing countries, and in the case of 

Latin America, it was about 16 per cent.    It is estimated that the 

J 
M M 
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interest and amortization parents are likely to abeorb an over-all 

average of 18 to 23 per cent of the export earnings of developing 

(22) 
countries in 1975. 

ÇrjterU for for?}«• elaboration 

52.       Indiscriminate purchase of technology has often rendered foreign 

collaboration and aid exorbitantly expensive  and also ineffective. 

Foreign collaboration agreements should  be therefore entered into 

where absolutely nectary, «1 must be based on well-defined principles. 

Firstly, purchase of technology must be on a highly selective basis, 

only after full consideration has been given to the technical skills 

already available within the country. 

53.       Secondly, «bare feasible,  foreign know-how should be obtained 

from whatever part of the world that offers the most economic and 

appropriate processes.    There is an Inherent danger in a «tied«  project 

that the recipient is likely to get a «mixed bag«  of technology, 

because no single country is eqaally advanced in all departments of 

say steel plant technology and equipment.    There  is thus a clear 

case for shunning  «tumJcey- arrangements and buying only the best 

available process after a thorough study of the techno-economlc factors 

involved by a competent agency. 

54.       Thirdly, a serious handicap of new industries in developing 

nations with foreign collaborators  is that many of Oe techniques 

peculiar to the aid giving country are transferred wholesale to the 

new industry through «turn-key-  contracts.    During the construction 

and early operational stages,  almost calete control of the project 
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it vested In the foreign collaborators who inslat on this as a pre- 

condition for gÍTlng technical guarantees.    In the leter stages of 

operation, the burden shifts  from the foreign collaborator to the 

unprepared  local manager.    It is not surprising that under such 

conditions»  the   local managtors  fail and the developing countries have 

therefore to rely perennially on the Import of managers for routine 

plant management. 

55. Finally, the purchase of technology must be channelled through 

a local technical agency which can make it available to other enter- 

preneurs in the   field, rather than allow the same type of know-how 

to be purchased again and again from different countries by different 

enterpreneurs»  and at recurring expenditures of the country's hard earned 

foreign exchange.    This will prevent the proliferation of collaboration 

agreements with different agencies in the same field. 

56. Numerous examples can be citad of proliferation of collaboration 

agreements and repetitive purchases of technology in the same field, 

in India,    A. recent analysis of over 1880 collaboration arrangements 

in 11 major fields of industrial activity in the private sector in 

India during 1961-67, has revealed some interesting facts in this 

respect.    The author cites 18 industrial items where as «any as 188 

collaboration agreements were entered into in the same field. 

57. This is equally true of a number of public sector undertakings. 

India's four public sector steel plants provide a classic example. 

Again, in the field of mining and ore development, India has accepted 



aid from almost every foreign country.    Thia, in spite of the  fact 

that India has a sixty-year old steel and mining industry.    The 

practice of getting things done through  foreign collaborators  has not 

only displaced  local scientists and engineers, but killed all 

initiative. 

58. The    creative  adaptation of technology can best be done by 

local engineers and technologists,  who have  intimate knowi^go of 

local conditions arid   * national  perspective*,  and who are ll-'-cefore  in 

a better position to choose a technology most suited to the   '•ountry,.a. 

specific  requirement-..    This  will  rvave  the way towards the build in? 

of a technological base  in the deve loo In g countries,  and   gradual !y 

diminish  their dependence on  foreign know-how. 

59. A  self-generating economy cannot be established without, 

simultaneously establishing a strong scientific and  techno to*, ieaj 

basa   in the country,    Aa the   Late Dr Homi J,  Bhabha has poi ;t»j .v./.. 

"Indian   Industrial development has so far proceeded   almost   ?g,',?i.ug¿7$iy 

on the  basis of setting up plants and  industries with fore v.-u coil-i- 

bo rat ion.    Our experience maKes  it quite  plain, however,  tnat  obis 

method can flayer leal  to a self-generatloi*  Industry. 

60. "When the Government decided to establish a steel  rd.ant  in  the 

public  sector at Rourkela,  a German consortium has to be asked to 

undertake tne  lob.    For the next steel plant at Bhilai the  same course 

was  followed, this time with Russian technical collaboration.    The third 
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public sector steel plant at Durgapur had similarly to be set up 

with the help of a British consortium and the same method is being 

followed even with regard to  the fourth public  sector steel plant at 

Bokaro.    Thus, the construction and operation of a number of steel 

Plants has n$t  automatically generated the ability to design and build 
(24) 

new steel plants,'* 

61.        Thee* observations are very true of a country or wgion of the 

size of India or Latin America where a large number of steel plants 

have to be set up.    a nucleus of design and engineering capacity is 

therefore  necessary at an early stage to supervise steel development 

programas with a full understanding of specific local conditions. 

The development and use of local expertise and technical skills should 

be a continuous exercise, and part of the developing country's deliberate 

national effort to establish a strong scientific and technological 

base in the country. 

Qgfft of  'ttftd Bid'  und turn-kyv fionyrafîtB 

62.        It is the general experience that technology and equipment 

purchases on a competitive international basis results in considerable 

savings  in project costs.   Above all, this sound practice ensures 

that the equipment and technology obtained are the most suitable and 

that the terms and conditions are reasonable.    But in cases where this 

procedure is abandoned for the illusory benefits of «turn-key»  contracts 

or for «tied aid', the supply of technology and equipment is narrowed 

down to one source only, and the economies that flow from competitive 
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bidding become non-existent.    The inevitable consequences ar. increase 

in project costs and import of technology unsuited to loca conditions. 

63.        according to recent UHCTAD Ä   at  least tnree-fourthe of 

the total official bilateral as • I stance  fro« developed countries 

ia  object to restrictions on the  source of procurement in  one for. or 

another.    This tying of aid includes all  practica at restricting 

the  recipient country's fresie» of action in spending aid  funds on 

.     *_ „+^ö„  nth»r f"*m the aid source.    As a consequence Imports from countries otner t..an v>--o ^-^ 

of the restrictions, the recipient incurs  «excess coats'  on the aid 

project and thus  the ^e  and ««tos. of aid to the  recipient is 

reauced by the tying of aid. 

64.        Couatry studies on  the costs of tied aid initiated by UNCTaD 

Secretariat have  pleated that the tying of aid entail,  s^ni^ant 

direct excess coats   for redolent countries,  ranging en an  ^ra** 

.   •       t   •-  t-, '-  oe- cpnt.    In the case  of Chile,   for   Us tance, from at  leant  Aw  tu  ^   pe-   UH.W. 

• » -H-ot'     the av'-ra^e excess costs  ;•'  Is credits on a very conservaría  eatimav-,  i.ns   i'-i^B 

coTOr*i by th» study  -a»  .bout 12-'. »or ¿Si.    The ««„,    . .'- oí ^ 

on .1, project, .tudll  1» I« ». *h«t 15 n.r o«.t, bur,  •,,-,- L, 

..„¡t. 0f «id oro 1 acts had been subjected to 1966/6? since  tne majora/ o. aia pi »j« 

~„„-f   /.f tntol   tied «con-Nnic  assist- 
international Under*,  the excess cost of  ^tal^ed 

ance vas considerably lowered  to about 10 per cSnL    0vim| to a 

relate comfortable  foreign exchange position,  Ira. *aa also able 

to switch sources of inporta  ir. some  cases  and to nurchaae  fro* the 

aost economa! source.    In Tunisia,  the direct excess costati* 

aid  orojects was  about  20 per cent on a very conservative  oaStt. 



65.        In addition to direct excess cost3, there were substantial 

indirect excess costs in the form of higher prices  for apare  parts, 

purchase  -f equipment not suitad  to the requirements, higher de?elop~ 

meit f*08tn    hipVi  -oet of foreifçn technical personnel,  etc particularly 
in 9} 

in the .ma«  of Iran and Tunisia. 

06.        Tue t/iüg of aid also adversely affecte tha interest rate on 

Ioana,  from -¿a  view point of the developing country,    às the develop- 

ing country doea  act receive  'füll value«   for the money borrowed 

in the cas- of tied aids, tnere  is  au iww" ^    "u""oa—    -lus 

Interest paid by the borrowing  country.    While the   'nominal'  rate of 

interest say be  lower, the «effective' rate of Interest la raised, 

which varias according to the tying coal 
130) 

it. 

67.       The conclusions arrived at by these country studies, have 
(31) 

received corroboration by two earlier independent studies by 01 Haq 

and Bhagwati.    On the basis of a sample of twenty development 

projects, by comparison of the lowaat bid from the tied source to 

the low89t international bid, Ul Haq has reached the  conclusion that 

the excees coat  resulting fron the tying of aid can be as high as 

51 per cent compared to international bids.    He states that in the 

caae of Pakistan the tying of aid had raised the average prucurwunt 

orice by about 12 per cent.    The 8tu¿7 by Bhagwati relates to estimates 

of potential  • excasa costs'  and his conclusions are equally revealing. 

On the basis of IBRD and Bïi data ard by calculating the spread of 

bids on IBRD contracts, he has arrived at the eoacluflion that in the 

case of over 31 per cent of the value of the contracts awarded, the 



potential excesa cost was over  50 per cent;  while for  62,9 par cent 

• f tfc*  valu, of contracts awarded, the potential excess met was over 

30 ;> r   cent.    These   high excess costs ef  tied aid  will pernal   f:«i 

Hre^er  elaboration  In the   country studies on tied aid  .'-  J ndî.a and 

ot's-.r  countries now   in progress. 

68. Having set  out on the  road towards  industrialisation, the 

Sloping «ui.try ha, to bo wary of many pitfalls.    The  • ,gbt 

technology bas w be  *elactad  and the moat appropriate ffcwnci*l 

arrangeants bava to be made, 

69. The experience of India in the matter of foreign assistance 

for developing it«  steel  iadvstry should prorid. valuable lessons to 

other developing countries who are striding to buiW up a *i*el 

industry.     Difficulties have  arisen due largely t« the hardily of 

aid  nogoM^U-as  and collaboration arrang^nta by bi>reeW-* ^*^ 

*     u   <    •-  ,^HPû-*»       Ti» 1ho expertise ai ready arailübl*  i« the any techr-icau bxpej. lene*-,     -.    -a- «.A. 

T.      A +,•   n«rtic1oat<»  in th« contract u- ..piUtions country had beeù  allows, tc   r.art^^ax.-  ^ 

v      . ö»-+   -'ao^ffT. aivt  «a? i uterine work-   í:'-i£f?  oí. 
as well   its   •*.'-  j-.»53  «•-"•-*• H 

+ 1     ... ,k_r  .,.,  d,,^,  .^ia bave beer  ^idad.     Tn the  .-O^ance ci 

*    v  A   ^   «^rrtinv  f-oir- + V* Indian end,  an Indian r-.toc-i   plsot proper techuicsu.  BCK^I-"/  -<•*•-«-     • 

..    (nitvl7 tyì"$ ap t?ucb that of cowparabte- i:,.pwlty 
today coetc approximately  -*-~e a« 

built elsewhere  in U.K, Europe or Japan. 

• u„* +K« «id-eivine countries ih^selves 
70. "bi& 1B ^ot +'° pay   ,bai' aiu-gx^J-"K ^w 

„n, «Un* »W«.     Contrary to -hat one hears a^t -.« vUhoat 

strings< , « «»* ^ °f P°lltlCal ProBSUr66 COntlnUe * b° eOTrted 
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in one guise or other by the aid-givers, be they from the capitalist 

bloc  or froa the socialist countries.    Hitherto these countries have 

been known to  insist that feasibility studies and detailed  project 

reports are  prepared by an agency within the aid-giving country  itself 

even when • >.«* requisita expertise exists in the developing country. 

Phiß  has ubvlou»  iangers  for the developing country.      Ther« ia nobody 

to safeguard   los  Interests,  and to ensure  that the most suited 

process*'-, &:xd v.-sia are adopted rather «han those wtiich are more suited 

t<.   the  ail-gi^ing  country u:id designed  to enhance thr* aid-giver! a 

imag«  rather than the recipient*»  interests. 

71.        üQ the othor hand» a number of developing countries today have 

ans o If ic exoerieoce of aid and collaboration negotiations with both 

western a&i  eoo i.»list countries.    Having aade ais takes themselves 

they  SUM now   in «  position to  hdviso others Où avoiding such nit-falls, 

l'ha  time »ay well  nave com«* when on overall aspecto of collaboration, 

process .selection,  plant   Lay-outs anrt costs, experts of developing 

countries could  render more compétent and impartial  (therefore, more 

useful) an vice to another developing country. 

72.        A panel of experienced persona from the developing countries, 

perhaps under the  aegis of UNIDO, could well be called upon to serve 

as the  'watch-dog agency',      This agency would carefully scrutinise 

the aid offers and agreements, their tarma and conditions, to ensure 

that aid is  obtained only where necessary and the  terms are reasonable; 

and that the recipient country fully benefits by the aid. 
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II*    CONCISIONS 

73. The emphasis placed on steel In the economic progress of 

developing countries hardly requires explanation.    Steel development 

is  essential  for Industrial  growth.    Assured  availability of steel 

encourages the establishment of fahri ceting and   processing industries, 

widening the range of  imrx>rt substitution and export capability» and 

generating large Income  and employment 

74. Rapid grvth of steel demand is a characteristic of developing 

countries, making it worthwhile therefore to take advantage of the 

économies of scale and plan in terns of production units of optimum 

size.    The socio-economic conditions in developing countries vary 

from country to country.    The decision on size  in each case must of 

course depend on a combination of circumstances obtaining in a specific 

situation, namely, the perspective of demand» the cost and availability 

of capital, and the raw materials position.    In the development of a 

steel industry, physical resources may be less of a limitation than the 

lack of correct, forward-looking policies and appropriate action by the 

national governments of developing countries towards effective utiliza- 

tion of foreign aid. 

75. Foreign aid is scarce and costly.    It la therefore not enough 

just to obtain foreign aid;  it Is essential to see that it is properly 

utilised. 



7 6.       The technological developments that have transformed iron 

and steel industry during the past decade or so,  present a challenge 

to planners and engineers  in developing countries.    Undoubtedly, 

there will be problems  that arise out of these technological develop- 

ments in setting up iron and steel works in developing countries. 

These are however not beyond the Ingenuity of the developing countries 

to tackle, with the enlightened support of the developed countries. 

But better these difficulties, rather than the problems of poverty, 

disease and hunger, which are symptomatic of many of the developing 

countries with low-level technologies. 
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